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Abstra t The game of poker has many prop-

erties that make it an interesting topi for
arti ial intelligen e (AI). It is a game of
imperfe t information, whi h relates to one
of the most fundamental problems in omputer s ien e: how to handle knowledge that
may be erroneous or in omplete. Poker is
also one of the few games to be studied where
deriving an a urate understanding of ea h
opponent's style is an essential element to
su ess. In developing a strong poker program, the opponent modeling method has always been a entral omponent of the system. As other aspe ts of the program were
improved, the te hniques for modeling on e
again be ame a limiting fa tor to the overall level of play. As a result, the topi has
been revisited. This paper reports on reent progress a hieved by improved statistial methods, whi h were suggested by experiments using arti ial neural networks.
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Introdu tion

Poker is a hallenging domain, and the goal
of produ ing a strong omputer poker player
presents many obsta les that have not been
fa ed by other high-performan e AI systems.
In parti ular, poker involves hidden information (the opponent's ards), many players (typi ally nine opponents), de eption (bluÆng, and
handling an opponent's possible blu ), and
agent modeling.
The last point is the fo us of this paper.

To maximize pra ti al results, it is essential to
model every opponent, whether they be weak
or strong. In most other games, the parti ular style of the opponent is not very important,
be ause weak moves an be exploited without
hanging strategy. For example, in hess we
an strive to make the obje tively best move
possible, and simply ignore how the opponent
will handle any parti ular position. In e e t,
we assume that the opponent plays perfe tly
(or more pre isely, plays at least as well as we
do), and this assumption does not adversely
a e t our hoi e of \best" move.
In ontrast, the method for exploiting weak
play in poker entirely depends on the type of
mistakes ea h opponent tends to make. Even
among very strong players, there is a wide variety of good styles, and handling ea h opponent
appropriately is a basi requirement for an elite
player. The best players are also pro ient at
adapting to the spe i
onditions of a game,
whi h may hange rapidly over time.
Poker has an underlying mathemati al
stru ture, and in theory an optimal strategy
exists for playing against perfe t opponents.
However, determining su h a strategy for real
poker appears to be omputationally infeasible
[1℄. Furthermore, an optimal strategy would
not maximize winnings against most typi al
opponents. Consequently, the issue of opponent modeling annot be ignored, and is ritial to a hieving the highest level of play.1
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This point is not a given. For example, S rabble

TM

is te hni ally a game of imperfe t information; but this
does not play a large role in the overall strategy, and
has not prevented the development of a program that
is apparently stronger than all human players.
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Texas Hold'em

The variation of poker examined in this resear h is Texas Hold'em. This is the most
popular form of poker played in North Amerian ard lubs and asinos. Hold'em is generally regarded to be the most strategi ally omplex variant of poker ommonly played, and is
the game of hoi e for determining the world
hampion. Despite the ri hness in strategy, the
game is logisti ally quite simple.
In \10-20 limit Hold'em", ea h player is
dealt two private hole ards, fa e down. The
rst two players behind the dealer must post
blind bets of $5 and $10, respe tively, and ea h
player in turn must either fold, all the urrent
bet, or raise an additional $10. On the ompletion of that rst betting round, three ommunity ards, olle tively known as the op, are
dealt fa e up on the table, and another betting
round ensues, where all bets and raises are exa tly $10 (one small bet). Another ard, alled
the turn, is dealt fa e up, followed by a betting
round where all bets and raises are doubled to
$20 (one large bet). A nal river ard is dealt
fa e up, followed by a nal betting round at
$20. If more than one player is still a tive (ie.
has not folded), the hole ards are exposed and
the winner is determined by the best ve- ard
poker hand, using any ombination of the two
private ards and the ve ommunity ards. A
thorough introdu tion to the strategy of Texas
Hold'em an be found in [2℄.
Our original poker-playing program, Loki
[3, 4℄, has been rewritten and is now alled
Poki. The program design, in luding evaluation of hand strength, draw potential, betting
strategy, and \sear h" by simulation, are beyond the s ope of this paper [3, 4℄.
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Previous Opponent
Modeling System

During the ourse of ea h hand, a weight table is maintained for ea h opponent. For ea h
possible ombination of hole ards, the table
gives the probability that the opponent would

have played that hand to the present point in
the game. Sin e there are only 1326 two- ard
ombinations, it is onvenient to store a value
in the range 0.0 to 1.0 for ea h parti ular hand.
This probability distribution is updated after
ea h opponent a tion, to be onsistent with
the betting de isions observed throughout the
urrent hand. The pre ise details of this reweighting pro ess depends on our method of
modeling ea h opponent.
If we do no opponent modeling at all, we effe tively do not update the weight table. All
values are xed, and the probability density
fun tion is at. This is a simple-minded baseline, whi h ignores all opponent a tions.
If we modify the weights as play pro eeds,
but do it the same way for all players a ording
to some hosen standard for \typi al" play, we
all it generi opponent modeling. For example, we might assume that all opponents will
play the same way that we would in ea h parti ular situation. This is a vast improvement
over no modeling at all, but ould be very ina urate for ertain opponents.
Finally, spe i opponent modeling treats every player as distin t, and utilizes information
olle ted from all previous hands witnessed.
While this is obviously preferable to generi
opponent modeling in prin iple, the rude statisti al methods used previously were insuÆient to show a meaningful advantage. The
experiments in this paper involve some fairly
straight-forward enhan ements to the existing
system, whi h a ount for more ontext in the
histori al re ord of ea h player. The result is
a signi ant in rease in winning rate, and a
lear superiority of the spe i te hniques over
a generi approa h.
The basi data stru ture used for the opponent model is a table of betting frequen ies for
various stages during the hand. The old system onsisted of ounting the number of times
ea h player folded, alled, or raised in ea h of
twelve parti ular ontexts (depending on the
betting round (pre- op, op, turn, river) and
the number of bets to all (zero, one, two or
more)).
After ea h opponent a tion, the orrespond-

ing betting frequen ies were used to determine that player's threshold, or median hand
strength, for the observed a tion. This in turn
was used to estimate the a posteriori probability of ea h possible holding, given its onne tion to the ommunity ards.
This framework was rather simplisti , as it
did not a ount for many relevant details, su h
as number of a tive opponents, and betting position. For example, betting rst into many
opponents is learly very di erent from betting
after a single opponent has he ked; but with
the previous rude modeling, the a tions under
these di erent onditions were merged into one
betting ontext. Nevertheless, a fully adaptive
re-weighting system based on this information
was able to perform as well as the generi opponent modeling system, whi h was based on
a number of expert-de ned default values.
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Improved Opponent
Modeling System

There are many other ontextual fa tors that
ould potentially a e t a player's behavior,
su h as number of a tive players, relative betting position, size of the pot, and hara teristi s of the ommunity board ards (eg. the existen e of ush or straight draws). Testing ea h
of these fa tors and tuning their usage would
be labourious, and not parti ularly interesting
from a s ienti point of view.
Moreover, this approa h would be ontrary
to the philosophy of developing an autonomous
system whi h de ides the best a tion in any
situation entirely on its own. Strategies based
on a simple rule-based approa h are inherently
awed, resulting in a system that ontains serious gaps and biases. We believe the in lusion
of expli it human knowledge should be avoided
whenever possible, in favour of more omputeroriented methods. Histori ally, this view has
been supported by virtually every major su ess in high-performan e game systems, and in
many other areas of AI.
Playing poker at a world- lass level will require dynami learning as play pro eeds, and

the ability to adapt to the prevailing onditions. As su h, we have begun investigating alternative methods of a omplishing these
tasks, whi h potentially o er mu h greater
exibility than the existing stru ture.
A preliminary study was ondu ted using an
arti ial neural network (ANN) for the spe i
goal of predi ting an opponent's next a tion,
based on a full history of a few hundred previous hands by that player [5℄. One advantage of
using a neural network is that many di erent
parameters an be provided as input, and they
will be weighted to maximize the a ura y of
the target output, without external intervention. In this way, we an lter out mu h of
the \noise", and identify those features or patterns that are most relevant to the given set of
data. This insight will be useful, even if the
te hnique itself annot be in orporated into a
real-time system.
As a result of the ANN study, two parti ularly strong features for predi tion were identied: previous a tion, and previous amount to
all. These properties were added to the existing opponent modeling system to reate new
ontexts, and the performan e of the new system was tested empiri ally.
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Experimental Results

Poki plays on an online poker server on the Internet Relay Chat (ir .poker.net). Several different poker hannels are available, and ea h
game is administered by a dedi ated program,
or \bot", whi h deals the ards and prompts
ea h player in turn for an a tion. No real
money is at stake, but statisti s are maintained between sessions. All users are eligible
to play in the entry level games, alled #holdem1. Players who a umulate a large enough
bankroll by winning at this level are permitted to play in a more advan ed game, alled
#holdem2. Although the parti ipants are only
playing for pride, the majority of people take
the game seriously, so it is usually similar to a
game in a asino.
This venue has been an important testbed

A tual

throughout the development of the program.
The empiri al data gathered in play against a tual human opponents has onsistently proven
to be more reliable than the results of selfplay experiments. While playing the program against other versions of itself is a useful diagnosti tool, the inherent biases (\nearsightedness") of this form of testing make realworld experiments indispensable.
The training data for the neural network was
based on log les of a tual hands played on
the IRC poker server by parti ular opponents.
This data was fed into a standard feed-forward
ANN (also known as a multilayer per eptron)
with four nodes in the hidden layer, and three
output nodes for fold, all, or raise. Nineteen di erent parameters were provided as input nodes, in luding all of the properties mentioned previously. The ba k propagation algorithm for neural networks (e e tively a lo al
hill- limbing method) was used on repeated iterations of the training data to maximize the
predi tion of all post- op betting de isions by
that player.
The results of these o -line omputations
were very en ouraging. The a tions of real opponents (on independent test data) ould routinely be predi ted with 80% a ura y, and up
to 90% in some ases.
Table 1 demonstrates the a ura y of a typi al network with a so- alled \ onfusion matrix" [5℄. The olumns indi ate the predi ted
frequen ies of fold, all and raise, and the rows
give the a tual frequen ies. Values on the main
diagonal are orre t predi tions. For example,
3.3% of the time, the neural net predi ted that
an opponent would raise when they a tually
alled.
Knowing the type of error the network is
prone to make is also useful information, beause not all errors are equally serious. For
example, in orre tly predi ting that an opponent will fold an result in a signi ant error in
the al ulation of expe ted value. This was the
sour e of some errati behavior in previous betting strategies based on run-time simulations.
As we an see from the onfusion matrix, this
type of error is negligible for this parti ular

fold
all
raise
%

Predi tion
fold
all raise
13.0 0.3
0.3
0.0 58.4
3.3
0.0 10.5 14.1
13.0 69.3 17.7

%
13.6
61.8
24.7
85.6

Table 1: Neural Net Predi tion A ura y
network and opponent.
Figure 1 is an illustration of a neural net predi ting the opponent's next a tion in a parti ular ontext. The bla k area within a node represents the internal value (solid bla k is 100%),
and the thi kness of a line orresponds to the
strength of that parti ular signal. Bla k lines
represent a positive orrelation, whereas grey
lines indi ate an inverse relationship. Input 12
is the previous bets to all, while input 11 is
the previous a tion ( he k/ all or bet/raise).
We ompared the ANN results to the previous opponent modeling system dire tly, by
using the old system to make the same kind of
predi tions on the given test data. However,
the ANN is an o -line te hnique, whi h may
or may not eventually be feasible in real time.
The results an be used to indi ate whi h input onditions have the greatest in uen e on
the predi tion. Two of the strongest fa tors
that were not in the previous opponent modeling system were the opponent's previous a tion
and the previous amount to all. These were
used to enhan e the existing framework.
Table 2 ompares the predi tions of the
three models on seven di erent players, ranging in ability from rather weak to fairly strong.
The table gives the number of training examples, test examples, predi tion rates for the
previous, enhan ed, and neural net models (in
per ent), and the strength of the opponent
(their overall win rate). The ANN was able to
predi t the opponent's next a tion mu h more
reliably, about 81% of the time ompared to
57% for the old system.
The program ould bene t from a omplete
re-design of the opponent modeling system,

Figure 1: A network after being trained on a spe i

opponent (predi ting a raise)

Figure 2: Performan e of Poki with old and
new opponent modeling systems on #holdem1.

Figure 3: Performan e of Poki with old and
new opponent modeling systems on #holdem2.

whi h is planned for the near future. However,
the results of the hypotheti al model suggest
that mu h of this improvement ould be realized immediately with fairly simple enhan ements to the existing system, having identi ed
the most signi ant fa tors.
In order to test this laim, new versions of
Poki were run on the online poker server, using
the re ned modeling system with no prior opponent information. The #holdem1 results are
shown in Figure 2 and #holdem2 in Figure 3.
To obtain a statisti ally signi ant sample,
ea h version must be tested over several thou-

sand hands. The varian e in poker is very high,
and lengthy runs of good or bad lu k are possible. Although most results are fairly stable,
anomalies are o asionally observed (one su h
instan e is des ribed below). Common pra ti e is to have ea h version play at least 20,000
hands at the given level. In order to ompare
results between games at di erent levels, the
win rate is measured in small bets per hand
(sb/h). As a point of referen e, an average professional poker player earns in the range of 0.05
to 0.10 sb/h (albeit in mu h tougher games!).
As a baseline, a version whi h used no oppo-

Train Test Prev Enh ANN sb/h
218
361 63.4 69.5 90.0 -0.017
250
217 52.1 64.1 75.6 0.131
1323 615 58.2 72.2 80.0 -0.076
237
116 56.0 72.4 75.6 -0.078
325
109 55.1 73.4 82.6 0.127
90
322 51.2 70.2 82.6 0.166
86
138 65.2 80.4 81.2 -0.138
361
268 57.3 71.7 81.1 0.016
Table 2: Comparison of three predi tion te hniques.
nent modeling whatsoever was tested on #holdem1. This program was unable to win onsistently, with a long term average near zero
(break-even). In the advan ed game, it would
have lost qui kly.
Poki with the old spe i opponent modeling system (poki s1) won at a rate of approximately +0.09 sb/h in both #holdem1 and
#holdem2 games. Full length runs for the
generi opponent modeling system were also
ondu ted, resulting in a win rate of approximately +0.08 sb/h for #holdem1, and +0.05
sb/h for #holdem2. This is onsistent with
our previously reported results, where the two
methods had roughly omparable win rates [3℄.
With the enhan ed model (poki s2), the results against players on #holdem1 improved
signi antly, to +0.22 sb/h. In ontrast, the
di eren e in performan e did not appear to be
signi ant for the #holdem2 game, rea hing
about +0.08 sb/h. However, an anomaly appears to have o urred over a span of 6,000
hands near the beginning of this run.2 If this
negative stret h was indeed primarily due to
bad lu k, then a better estimate of the nal
win rate would be at least +0.12 sb/h.
2

At the time of this de line, the log of 10,000

om-

mented hands (played over a two week period) was s rutinized.

While several distinguishable features of the

new modeling system were apparent, there was no ob-

The di eren e between the results for the
#holdem1 and #holdem2 games is interesting.
After analyzing the hand evaluations made by
Poki, it was lear that the new opponent modeling was more ommittal. A tions of the opponent were given a lot of redit, whether passive or aggressive. This makes it more su essful against predi table players, but also more
easily de eived against tri ky opponents. For
example, the program be ame more vulnerable to a \slowplay", where the opponent does
not raise a very strong hand until a later betting round. Sin e strong players are able to dete t this di eren e over time, they are able to
adapt their play to exploit this hara teristi .3
The lesson is that the modeling te hnique itself
should be adaptive, based on the predi tability
of the opponent.
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Con lusions and
Future Work

In this paper, we revisited the problem of opponent modeling, whi h is entral to the playing
ability of a omputer poker player. A re urring theme of the resear h is that improving
the program is not a simple linear task, but is
a omplex system of trade-o s, involving every omponent of the program. The task of
predi ting an opponent's next a tion, based on
a large set of ontextual information, was investigated with arti ial neural networks. The
results of these experiments suggested simple
but e e tive hanges that ould be made to
the real-time system.
The modi ations to the old modeling system were not extensive, but it is instru tive to
observe the signi ant improvements a hieved
with fairly simple enhan ements. Furthermore,
it is mu h more satisfying (and less work!) to
have identi ed these properties with an au3

Other indi ations of adaptation by the regular play-

vious explanation for the losing streak, other than hav-

ers are also evident. In many runs, a noti eable drop

ing an inordinately large number of good hands lose

in win rate o

due to bad lu k. Over the following week, the fortune

was less prevalent in versions of

of the program reversed again, and it re overed all of

simulations, presumably be ause the resulting style was

the previous losses.

less predi table than the onventional approa h.

urs after about 5,000 hands. This

urve

Poki based on run-time

tomated learning system, rather than relying
on the input of a human expert. While the
domain-spe i knowledge of experts may be
de nitive, it is also notoriously diÆ ult to enorporate and maintain in a high-performan e
game system.
The topi is far from being well-solved, and
we still believe that a thorough re-design of
the opponent modeling system is in order. For
example, the program still does not make effe tive use of the information indi ated from
a showdown. On e the opponent's ards are
known, a lot an be inferred from the de isions
made during the hand. This an have a signi ant impa t on our understanding of that
player's approa h to the game, and provide
better predi tions of future behavior. While
other aspe ts of poker algorithms may eventually approa h perfe tion, this strategi property of the game will likely ontinue to be a
major hallenge long into the future.
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